In this paper, the variational iteration method is used to solve the Cauchy problem. Some examples are given to elucidate the solution procedure and reliability of the obtained results. The variational iteration algorithm leads to exact solutions in the present study.
Introduction
In Ref. [1] , Ji-Huan He gave a very lucid as well as elementary discussion of the variational iteration method. The variational iteration algorithm [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] is of unheard simplicity, and the obtained results are of surprising accuracy (sometimes exact solutions can be obtained), the method can be easily understood by non-mathematical students and applied to various nonlinear problems. In addition, many authors gave great effort to give sophisticated theoretical verification of the variational iteration method, for example, Hesameddini and Latifizadeh [6] re-constructed the variational iteration algorithms using the well-known Laplace transform; Odibat [7] , Salkuyeh [8] , and Tatari & Dehghan [9] proved the variational iteration algorithm leads to convergent results. The method has been widely used to handle nonlinear models. The main property of the method is its flexibility and ability to solve nonlinear equations accurately and conveniently, for example, Wazwaz applied the method to various nonlinear systems including nonlinear wave equations and nonlinear diffusion equations, and concluded that the variational iteration method is a reliable analytical tool for solving nonlinear wave equations [10] [11] [12] [13] ; Goh, et al. obtained a similar conclusion that the variational iteration method is a reliable treatment for hyperchaotic systems [14] ; Saberi-Nadjafi and Tamamgar pointed out that the method is a highly promising method for integro-differential equations [15] ; Uremen and Yildirim obtained exact solutions of the Poisson equation [16] ; Sadighi and Ganji also obtained exact solutions of nonlinear diffusion equations [17] ; Altintan & Ugur [18] , Hemeda [19] and Yusufoglu & Bekir [20] applied the method to, respectively, Sturm-Liouville equation, wave equation, and the regularized long wave equation with great success. There are also many modifications of the variational iteration method [21] [22] [23] , among which Herişanu and Marinca's modification (an optimal variational iteration algorithm) [23] is much more attractive, where the variational iteration method is coupled with the least squares technology, and only one iteration leads to ideal results. Recently, He et al. [5] summarized various variational iteration algorithms for various nonlinear equations including fractional-differential equation, fractal-differential equation, differential-difference equations. Though much achievement has been achieved, application of the variational iteration method to Cauchy problems has not yet been dealt with.
In this paper, we use the method to discuss the first-order partial differential equation in the form [24] :
When a(x, t) = a is a constant and φ(x) = 0. Eq. (1) 
He's variational iteration method
To illustrate the basic concepts of the variational iteration method, we consider the following general nonlinear system:
where L is a linear operator part while N is the nonlinear operator part, and φ(x) is a known analytic function.
According to the variational iteration method, a correction functional can be constructed as follows:
where λ is a general Lagrange multiplier [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , which can be identified optimally via the variational theory, the subscript n denotes the nth approximation, andũ n (ξ ) is considered as a restricted variation [5] , i.e. δũ n = 0. The initial guess, u 0 (x), can be freely chosen with possible unknown constants; it can also be solved from its corresponding linear homogeneous equation
The variational iteration method can solve effectively, easily, and accurately a large class of nonlinear problems with approximations converging rapidly to the accurate solution.
Applications
Since our focus is on the ideas and basic principles, we shall consider only the simplest possible equations to clearly illustrated the solution procedure. In particular, we will focus on pure Cauchy problems. These problems are initial value problems.
According to Eq. (4), we can construct a correction functional to the Eq. (1) which reads
The stationary conditions are given by
So that λ = −1.
As a result, we obtain the following iteration formula:
Example 1. Consider the transport equation [24] [25] [26] :
According to the iteration formula (8), we have
We can select u 0 (x, t) = x 2 from the given initial condition. Putting this selection into (10) we obtain the following successive approximations
So we obtain the exact solution u(
Example 2. Consider the nonlinear Cauchy problem [25] 
As stated before, we can select u 0 (x, t) = x 2 from the given initial condition. Using this selection, we obtain the following successive approximations
. .
The VIM admits the use of u = lim n→∞ u n , which gives the exact solution u n (x, t) = x 2 e −2t .
Example 3. Consider the following non-homogeneous Cauchy problem [25]
Similarly, the zeroth approximation is chosen as u 0 (x, t) = e
x . Accordingly, we obtain the following successive approximations: 
The VIM admits the use of u = lim n→∞ u n , which gives the exact solution
Example 4. Consider the inviscid Burgers' equation [25, 26] 
Starting with initial approximation u 0 (x, t) = u(x, 0) = x, and proceeding in a similar way illustrated above, we obtain the following successive approximations: 
Conclusion
As we know, many science and engineering problems may lead to partial differential equations. A clear conclusion can be drawn from the results that the variational iteration method provides us an efficient tool to obtaining exact solutions of partial differential equations. According to a recent review article [5] , the present variational iteration algorithm is labeled as variational iteration algorithm-I, there are variational iteration algorithm-II and variational iteration algorithm-III, which are also suitable for the present study.
